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About E3G

• E3G is an independent not for profit think-tank with 
offices in London, Brussels, Berlin and Washington 
DC, working to accelerate the low carbon transition

• Close engagement with the UK policy transition 
from the risk of new coal plant (~15GW+ including 
Kingsnorth c.2008) to coal phase out policy (2018)

• E3G focuses on fostering and supporting leadership 
by progressive Governments to accelerate the 
global transition from coal
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Why coal matters – climate risk and 
economic risk
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Existing coal plant capacity far exceeds 
Paris Agreement goals
Source: Climate Analytics

EU could avoid €22bn in losses by asset 
stranding by phasing out coal in line 
with the Paris Agreement
Source: Carbon Tracker Initiative



G7 Coal Analysis
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E3G analysis of G7 coal dynamics



E3G G7 Coal Scorecard 2017
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UK growth decoupled from emissions
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UK and G7 economic growth and 
emissions reductions
Source: BEIS

UK carbon budgets and 2050 targets
Source: BEIS



UK’s historic relationship with coal
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UK was the first country to use 
coal to generate electricity -
Number 57, Holborn Viaduct, 
January 1892

Reduction in electricity generation from coal 
in the UK to 9% in 2016
Source: BEIS



Rapid evolution of UK energy and 
climate policy
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UK Government policy support for new coal - 2006
UK Climate Change Act - 2008 

UK Government policy to implement coal phase out - 2018



Coal’s decline accelerates 
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New UK record for coal free 
generation – 76hrs

Demolition of stack at Kingsnorth 
coal plant
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PPCA Launch and Global Impact



PPCA Launch and Global Impact
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Powering Past Coal Alliance - added 
value

• Progressive leadership by Governments in the Alliance has 
critical value: coal is explicitly recognised as the top target

• Close connectivity between international climate diplomacy and 
domestic policy making on energy transition is essential

• Momentum created at an international level can help policy 
makers to accelerate structural change in national economies

• At the same time, progress in the transition to low-carbon energy 
can help drive greater ambition in climate diplomacy

• Critical international moments include the Californian GCAS, 
Canadian G7, and the Japanese G20 Summit in 2019
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Powering Past Coal Alliance -
implementation

• Emphasis on making substantial progress towards encouraging 
OECD countries to commit to 2030 coal phase, through:
– Support for countries in running national processes to plot a 

rapid transition from coal, based on their specific national 
conditions

– Sharing of best practice on policy making to drive a secure 
transition from coal

– Sharing of best practice between sub-national actors on 
regional and social aspects of the transition

– Convening to accelerate the shift of investment from coal to 
clean renewable generation
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